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Testing of Components
The aim of this tests is to operate every key element in a independent way. It needs to write a code to test the limit 
conditions. At this stage we can't give many details, because all components are new, none has been studied 
during the course. However, each test case is the subject of a brief description in the tables below

TestCase# Test name Description

TC01 Programming the ESP8266 
using the Arduino IDE

Installing additional tools in the IDE for ESP8266 module. And try to compile and upload some basic 
examples.

TC02 Mode AP Writing a test case that configuring the ESP8266 module in AP mode. Checking the attribution of the IP 
address. A smartphone should be able to connect to the ESP8266 web page.

TC03 EEPROM Users parameters are written and read in/from the NVRAM. Write a test case that check the data length, 
no overflow can be observed

TC04 Mode ST Write a test case that connects the ESP8266 module to the WIFI and receives an IP address via DHCP

TC05 API The ESP8266 collects the transportation schedules using the API datas open.transport.ch and displays it 
to the serial port.

TC05 Display After welding of the matrix in the I2C driver, plug this one to an arduino and write a program to test the 
3 colours of every pixels of the matrix 8x8 

Integration Testing
During the integration tests, elements are added one by one

TestCase# Test name Description

TC06 Mode AP + EEPROM If user presses a button during startup. The ESP starts in AP mode and provides a user interface in a web
page to configure network and user parameters.

The "submit" button records the all parameters in NVRAM. 

When the system starts usually, parameters are displayed in the serial port.

TC07 Mode AP + EEPROM + 
Mode ST

When the system starts usually, it reads network parameters from NVRAM ( ssid, key) and sets the 
ESP866 in ST mode. Checks if the ESP can get an IPv4 address from various access points.

TC08 Mode AP + EEPROM + 
Mode ST + API 

Reads the users parameters and asks the API. Returned the remaining time until the next departure on 
serial port.

TC09 Mode AP + EEPROM + 
Mode ST + API + Display

Depending the remaining time until the next departure, sets the visual effect
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